I've been sitting over here all evening, awed by these reports, and enamored by the color that's on this wall. Whatever else those might be, I suspect they might have something to do with the Ecumenical Parish. And that probably there are as many squares up there as there are parishes, and the report of Continent North America is the Council 8 of the Global Spirit Movement is that we are ready. Wherever we point, it is to say that we are ready. We also can point to the Guardians, and what has happened this year, assuming responsibility not only for the Global Movement but for local resurgence; not only for development, but also for penetration. In our church, we have a man who is a district supervisor for an insurance company and he attended the guardians meeting this Spring, where over 200 guardians gathered. And he returned, a transformed man, so much so that he came to the office on Monday morning and sat down. I asked him how the meeting went, he said, "Great." and then said, "We've got to do something about the clergy!" I don't know if that meant my job, but he began to spin about the need to intensify the PICO recruitment in our region. And that man poured passion into recruitment during this quarter. And I would say that that's going on. That guardians have done the concrete in remodeling the deep resolve. Or we might point to penetration. And I don't know how we might talk about penetration, but it might be something like a rock in the middle of the road. I'm not even sure what the rock in the middle of the road is. I decided that since there were so many
questionnaires going around during the PSU's, I'd send around one myself to find out what the rock was. And I'd have a 400 page manual on it. But there's something like that in the arena of penetration. But then we sense the surging and the bubbling up since that event in January, over 1700 guildsmen have bubbled up through LENS, and that in the midst of our struggle with recruitment we've seen signs through such things as the cluster recruitment where courses were added to the schedule. We've seen breakouts in areas that formerly were still asleep, for example in Salt Lake City, in our region, where just a short time ago two clergymen from Salt Lake showed up at a ESL and went back and recruited and recruited and recruited, and three courses have been held there in just the last two quarters and the metro ecclesiola has sprung up and Dr. Loeb has snapped his fingers and Salt Lake is alive. That sort of happening going on, saying "we are ready."

And then to point to the Local Church Project in the year of the turn, that 3 years ago in 1970 we were standing outside of the congregation, and we were saying, now, this is what a cadre might be like. This is what a congregation might be like. And this is what a parish might be like. But we can report that in this year, we are standing now in the middle of the congregation, and we can say that "this is the cadre." We can say, this is where we're going in the Parish. We have 210 local churches actualizing and preparing to actualize the tactical system. And we see the diversity in the experiment in the pluriform manifestation of the church...Wide distribution, both on the liturgical pole
and the Word pole and the Community pole and we can say that replication is possible.

During the past year we have seen 3 signal replications of the project. We have discovered what it means to move in that direction. And we have seen that with a snap of the fingers that priorship has emerged, not only from the religious houses, but from the galaxy pastors and from auxiliaries. And we can say that in this next year it would not be for us impossible to replicate 20 more colleagues (1). Or we could point to formulation. And out of the consensus to bracket the expansion in North America, that we have discovered amplification. Where we see regions resolving to intentionally deepen their polity structure. Where we see for example, regions taking on the dynamics of the research and just assembly, pouring that into the region, where they reverb the Room E dynamic and that the regional council is just turned into a powerful consensus body moving on the parts of the regions to say again with deep resolve, that we are willing to and we are willing to enable